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Italians propose giant cable car linking Sicily
and Calabria
Italy has never realized its 2000 year-old dream of linking Sicily with the mainland, but a
team of architects and engineers might have found the answer: a giant cable car.
The 3.3 kilometre-wide strait of Messina has separated Sicily from Calabria since the last Ice
Age and with controversial plans to build the world's largest suspension bridge between the
two shores seemingly dead in the water, Italian architects and engineers are proposing an
aerial tramway.
The plans would enable people to complete the 37.5 kilometre journey between the airport of
Reggio Calabria and Messina in less than 30 minutes and were drawn up by Bologna-based
architect Massimo Majowiecki.
Majowiecki has worked on some of Italy's most iconic building projects of recent years, including the new Juventus stadium and Milan's 2015 Expo.
"What makes the project attractive is that it would be far cheaper than building a bridge,"
architect Giambattista Ghersi, who's on the team, told The Local.
With an estimated cost of just €700 million, the project requires only a fraction of the €8.5
billion that was mooted for the divisive bridge planned over the strait.
If the money can be found, the cable car will have three distinct sections – one running 19.5
kilometres along the coast of Calabria, one travelling 3.5 kilometres over the strait, and a
final section travelling 13.5 from the Sicilian coast to Messina.
Its cars would travel over the sea at a height of 70 metres, while running 20 metres over
land where their cables would be supported by disused electricity pylons. A series of stations
would link up some forty different towns on both sides of the water.

.

Plans for bridge over the strait were put on hold three years ago after decades of promises
from the government - but its designers are certain they can succeed where the infamous
ponte sullo stretto failed
“The tramway could put an end to years of arguments over the bridge,” Majowiecki told
press as the project was unveiled last month.
“It would create countless jobs for the local community and help relaunch the Italian economy.”
The dream of linking Italy to Sicily is nothing new.
The Romans dreamt of crossing the water with a floating bridge made of boats and barrels. A
thousand years later, 11th century Normans of Sicily considered building a similar structure.
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In the late 1800s a series of plans were drawn up for bridges and tunnels, but nothing materialized.
It was only in 1990 that the Italian government settled on a design which they hoped would
see the country build the world's longest suspension bridge.
In 2005, construction company Impreglio S.p.A was hired to build the bridge but the project
was abandoned as opponents questioned its huge cost and usefulness.
"The project is still in its embryonic phases," Ghersi said. "Italy's track record on this front is
not good - but let's see what happens."
People can currently cross to Messina, Sicily, from Reggio Calabria by ferry, which also carries cars and trains.
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MENU:
STARTERS
MAIN DISHES
FRESH FISH
SALADS
PASTAS
LOCAL SANDWICHES
IMPORTED AND LOCAL BEERS
WINE FROM CALABRIA
LOCATED ON THE CORSO SAN FRANCESCO IN PIZZO

Emergency Phone Numbers for Italy.







12 - Telephone Directory
112 - Carabinieri
113 - Emergency Police Help Number (also
ambulance and fire)
115 - Fire Department
116 - A.C.I. (Italian Automobile Club)road assistance.
118 - Medical Emergencies

Fight against fraud without quarter
(2)

Anti-terror security at May Day
concert (2)

Stop controls on tiny sums, formal errors

Metal detectors at entrances

(ANSA) - Rome, April 28 - Italy's internal revenue agency
Agenzia delle Entrate on Thursday announced a "fight without
quarter against all forms of tax fraud". It also said it would
call a halt to controls on "tiny sums" or "formal errors". The
agency also said that it would stop using "presumptive" estimates of how
much tax
businesses
and people
owe, and
look towards
forging
"greater collaboration
with the taxpayer".

(ANSA) - Rome, April 29 - Tight anti-terrorism security will
be on hand at Rome's traditional May Day 'concertone', or
big Labor Day concert, authorities said Friday. The concert
now in its 26th edition will take place in front of Saint
John's Basilica in a fenced-off area with metal detectors at
the four entrances. The San Giovanni metro stop will be
shut down as of 15:00.The Re di Roma and Manzoni stops
will remain open.Further security measures will be defined
at a meeting at police headquarters later in the day
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Find help and information on Calabria here at the Calabrian Forum. Over
1900 Users and 26,000 posts register today to get all the information you
need. Log on today at www.calabrianforum.com

EVENTS IN JUNE AND JULY IN AND AROUND CALABRIA
June, 2016
25Mag - archaeological 17SetMostra: Resonant Rhythms and
Sounds: Art ritrovataMuseo Archeologico Nazionale "Vito Capialbi", Vibo Valentia
30Mag - 20GiuMostra: Silvio
Vigliaturo Allusions and TrasparenzeChiostro of Santa Chiara Public Library - Cosenza
3Giu - 19MOSTRA: THE SONG
OF CREATION, WATERCOLORS
OF FRA PEPPEMuseo of Cosenza
diocesan
18GiuCONCERTO VOICES OF
PEACE BETWEEN MUSIC AND
CULTURASanta Sofia of Epirus
(CS)
18GiuA dinner with football with
Luciano Moggi and the chairman
of CrotoneMandatoriccio Mare
(CS)
18Giu - 19SouthernSunset Live!
Albin's PUB - Tropea (VV)
19Giu8 EDITION OF THE FESTIVAL CILIEGIASan Peter the Apostle (CZ)
19GiuFesta Music 2016Teatro
A.Rendano - Cosenza
19GiuMarco Travaglio in SlurpTeatro Grandinetti - Lamezia
Terme
23GiuMina Jazzhotel in Europe,
Rende (CS)
23GiuCosimo Papandrea in ConcertoSoveria Mannelli (CZ)
23GiuChiara Civello - Only ShowCastello Svevo - Cosenza
24Giu - 26Scalea in PiazzaFestival of street artists
24GiuSarah Jane Morris in ConcertoParco Ecolandia - Reggio
Calabria
24GiuDear Jack in ConcertoCentro Commercial Metropolis, Rende
25Giu - Personal 16LulMostra
Marta ScaringiMuseo Tropea
Diocesan
25GiuZona Briganti in ConcertoSan Pietro in Amantea (CS)

26GiuCosimo Papandrea in ConcertoSan Vincenzo la Costa (CS)
29Giu - 30THE Village Pizza 2nd
EdizioneSpezzano Sila (CS)
29GiuAnna Tatangelo to Paradisoni of BriaticoParadisoni Briatico (VV)
29GiuParafoné live in LongobardiLongobardi (VV)
30GiuRocco Riccelli Quartet in
the summer ConcertoSere Villa
Rendano

July, 2016
25Mag - archaeological 17SetMostra: Resonant Rhythms and
Sounds: Art ritrovataMuseo Archeologico Nazionale "Vito Capialbi", Vibo Valentia
25Giu - Personal 16LulMostra
Marta ScaringiMuseo Tropea
Diocesan
2LulParafoné live in StefanaconiStefanaconi (VV)
3LulMimmo Cavallaro to RosarnoRosarno (RC)
3LulOfficina Kalabra in ConcertoRombiolo (VV)
7LulTeatro "Without Wonderland" directed by and starring
Stefania De ColaSere summer
at Villa Rendano
cheerful boys dead in 9LulTre
ConcertoStadio M.Lorenzon Makes
11LulSalmo in ConcertoStadio
M.Lorenzon - Makes
12LulPaolo Rossi - Rossi in TestaCastello Svevo - Cosenza
14LulOpera Before Pooh Cover
Band in ConcertoSan Benedict in
Guarano (CS)
14Lul "Sertango" Quartet AielloB. Aloise-C. Aloise-BiscardiSere
summer at Villa Rendano
15LulFedez and J-Ax - Live in
CalabriaSoverato (CZ)
15LulOfficina Kalabra in concertoCarìa Drapia (VV)
16LulBianca Atzei in concertoCarìa Drapia (VV)

17LulParafoné live in San CessanitiSan Cone Cone Cessaniti
(VV)
21Lul "Joe Zangara Memoirs" by
and with the summer
E.OrricoSere Villa Rendano
22LulKings of Convenience in
ConcertoCastello Svevo - Cosenza
23LulConvegno opening of the
exhibition: Theatre aMareteatro
the Port of Tropea
23LulTeatro Fishwiches: Tests
aperteteatro the Port of Tropea
24LulCarmen, ballet in two acts
by the homonymous work of
BizetArmonied'ArteFestival - XVI
edition
25Lul - 30Felici and Conflenti
Music Stage tradizionaleConflenti (CZ)
27Lul - 28Teatro Fishwiches:
Laboratory for bambiniteatro
the Port of Tropea
27LulTomorrowland CalabriaReggio Reggio Calabria
28LulPaolo Conte ConcertoReggio Calabria
29LulTeatro Fishwiches: Bollariteatro the Port of Tropea
30Lul - 31MOSTRA COMPETITION "TELE NUDE" 2016Parghelia (VV)
30Lul18 ° Festival Peasant in
CinquefrondiCinquefrondi (RC)
31LulESCLUSIVA ITALIAN: MIKE
STERN / BILL EVANS BANDArmonied'ArteFestival - XVI edition

In Italy, one in three pizza makers
isn’t Italian
Written by Annalisa Merelli April 27, 2016
Pizza might be the most Italian of foods—so much so that the
country has nominated it for UNESCO heritage protection.
Making a good pizza is an art. A whole academy is dedicated
to it. It’s also a good place to find a job: With 100,000 employed as pizzaioli (pizza chefs) full time, at least 50,000
more weekend workers, and at least 6,000 vacant spots,
according to data from Accademia Pizzaioli (pizza chefs’ academy, link in Italian), the field is uncommonly healthy in Italy’s difficult job market.

Long-term Brit in Italy barred from
EU vote vows to fight on
A long-term Briton in Italy has said he is “disappointed and
saddened” after losing a High Court bid to get the right to vote
in the upcoming EU referendum.
Harry Shindler, a 94-year-old war veteran, and Jacquelyn MacLennan, a Belgium-based expat, fought to change a British
law that bars British expats who have lived abroad for more
than 15 years from voting in the crucial referendum on June
23rd.
The judgement means some two million British expats living in
the EU are barred from casting their vote.
But making pizza is hard work, too, especially when it involves hours standing by a wooden fire as hot as 400° C, or
about 750° F, quickly preparing sometimes hundreds of pizzas per night. Between eat-in and takeaway, 1.6 billion pizzas are eaten in Italy every year, says the academy.
This might be why more Italians are giving up pizza making
and handing it over to immigrants. According to data from
Coldiretti, Italy’s main agricultural organization, at least 35%
of all pizzaioli (link in Italian) aren’t from Italy. In Milan, further data shows, half the pizza shops (link in Italian) are owned and run by foreigners.
Egyptians, in particular, are big on the business. Like many
Mediterranean cultures, Egypt has a long tradition of breadmaking, which translates pretty perfectly to making pizza
dough. An estimated 20%, or 20,000, of all pizzaioli in Italy
are Egyptian. In Milan, in 2010, there were 119 pizza chefs
from Egypt and only 31 pizza makers from Campania, the
region surrounding Naples.
While pizza is a food of choice for many immigrants, it’s also
true that the food industry tends to create entry level job
opportunities for many immigrants. The number of foreign
entrepreneurs in the food industry has grown 30.9% between
2010 to 2015 (pdf in Italian, p. 2). Some 10.7% of entrepreneurs in Italy’s food industry are foreigners.

Fiorentina munching contest
3.4 kg to beat
(ANSA) - Florence, June 16 - Lovers of the Tuscan 'Fiorentina'
steak are gathering in the village of Mercatale Val di Pesa Friday
to see who can get through the most of the prized T-bones in an
hour. The record to beat was set last year at 3.442 kilogrammes
by former farm labourer Maurizio Burroni, aka 'Fragolino', 50.

“I’m disappointed but more than that, I’m saddened that after
hundreds of years there are still people fighting for the right to
vote in democratic Britain,” Shindler, who has lived in Italy
since 1982, told The Local.
“The people who are so violently opposed to us having a vote
are the same ones who want Britain to leave the EU.
“The MPs who pontificate about Britain leaving the EU have
never asked their electors about the vote – they’re all talking
for themselves.”
Despite the setback, he vowed that “the battle is not over”.
He said he would appeal directly to British Prime Minister David Cameron to push through an amendment to the referendum bill allowing long-term expats to vote, and that campaigners will also appeal the latest judgement at the Supreme
Court, the UK’s highest court.
Shindler argues that rules governing the UK general elections,
the basis for the referendum vote, are not being equally applied.
For example, members appointed to the House of Lords, the
upper house of the UK parliament, who alongside British people overseas for more than 15 years are not allowed to vote in
a general election, will be able to cast their vote in the upcoming referendum.
Following the judgment Richard Stein, the lawyer from Leigh
Day representing the claimants, said: “We are obviously disappointed that the High Court has denied us the opportunity to
challenge the decision by the government to exclude British
citizens from the EU referendum.
“We now intend to take the legal battle to the Supreme Court,
the highest Court in the country, so that all British citizens
living elsewhere in the EU can be part of the democratic process to vote in this referendum which will have a very real
impact on their lives.
“We believe that there is precedent for fast track legislation
being put through parliament in a matter of days in response
to the court judgment, so there would be no need for the referendum to be delayed if the Supreme Court rules in our favour.

CONTACT US TODAY TO VIEW
PROPERTIES IN AND AROUND
CALABRIA.
Many properties available
throughout calabria
Visit the Calabrian Services office in Pizzo today or call for an
appointment on
+39 327 5380267

Please enquire

€ 125,000

New for 2016
Calabrian Services has now expanded to be able to offer quality services in not just
property management but now we will be covering all your local needs.
Contact us via email or call or visit our office in Pizzo Via Marcello Salomone 114
EMAIL: info@calabrianservices.com PHONE: +39 963371487
Plumbing services
Tap changes
Bathroom changes
Heating systems
Water boilers
Building services
Door and window alterations
Removal of walls and rebuild
Inside tiling
Garden tiling and lanscaping
Painting services
Air conditioning installation
New air conditioning systems
Air conditioning maintenance packages
Heating systems

Property sales
Full package including advertising
Document checks and requests
Power of atourney assistance

Property tax, services and utility payment service
IMU
(property tax)
TARSU (waste bills)
ACQUA (Water bills)
Utility bills
Project management
Architect project assistance
On site checks and management
Quote requests

Lock changes
Security lock changes
Yale lock changes
Key copies

AT A GLANCE
MARKET DAYS
The market usually opens by 8am and closes 1pm / 1.30pm
Pizzo : Thursday , off the top road in Pizzo
Vibo Valentia : Tuesday and Saturday, pedestrian high street and
back streets
Filadelfia : Thursday in the main Piazza
Lamezia : Saturday , by the train station
Vibo Marina : Monday , in the old station yard
Tropea: Saturday morning in the center
All the markets sell local home grown fruit and vegetables, wine,
cheeses, meats and breads.
Various clothing, household goods, knick knacks, ornaments and the
stuff you usually find at markets.

Visiting a market is always a great adventure, there is always a
bargin to be had. Don't forget, barter !!!

IN PIZZO
MANY PEOPLE THESE DAYS ARE LOOKING FOR INTERNET ACCESS WHILST ON HOLIDAY. THIS CAN BE DONE IN MANY WAYS
WITH INTERNET SIM CARDS OR DONGLES. THE EASIEST AND
FASTEST INTERNET CAN BE FOUND IN MANY BARS AND
RESTAURANTS IN AND AROUND THE PIAZZA HERE IN PIZZO.
JUST LOOK OUT FOR THE SIGNS AND ASK FOR A LOG IN PASSWORD. DON’T FORGET TO USE THESE BARS AND RESTAURANTS AS THEY OFFER THIS SERVICE AS PART OF THEIR BUSINESS. FOR A FULL LISTING OF WIFI ZONES VISIT US ONLINE AT
WWW.CALABRIANVOICE.COM

Swordfish Calabrian Style
Ingredients:

3 tablespoons olive oil,
divided
1 tablespoon fresh lemon
juice
salt and pepper to taste
1 1/4 pounds fresh
swordfish, cut into chunks
1 small onion, chopped
1 teaspoon all-purpose
flour
1 1/2 cups dry white wine
1 (19 ounce) can fava
beans, drained

"This is a typical dish of southern Italy. Swordfish is marinated in a lemon and oil mixture, then fried and cooked
with fava (broad) beans and white wine."
In a medium bowl, mix together 2 tablespoons of the olive oil, lemon
juice, salt and pepper. Add the fish and stir enough to get it coated. Let
it marinate for about 15 minutes. Remove fish from the marinade, and
pat dry.
Heat the remaining olive oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat.
Fry the onion until golden, then add the fish. Brown the chunks of fish
on all sides, then remove from the pan, and set aside.
Stir the flour into the skillet; cook and stir until lightly browned.
Gradually stir in the white wine. Return the fish to the pan, and add the
fava beans. Sprinkle with fresh parsley, cover, and simmer for 2 to 3
minutes, or until the fish flakes easily with a fork. Serve hot.

."IN ITALY, ancient traditions still come to the rescue for single ladies looking for a man.
Each year a Spinster Festival takes place in two picturesque towns near Rome where “old maids” dressed in medieval clothes get to show-off in a
peculiar procession, walking across a maze of ancient Etruscan tombs while they pray a saint to find a partner.
Their fate depends on fortune. The names of all single girls are cast in a spinning lottery box but only one is drawn out: Miss Spinster.
The lucky maiden gets a double treat. Together with a dowry of 800 euros, she also wins the chance of having all the village boys at her feet with
various dating proposals.
Then it’s her choice. Italians have a saying: “If they’re roses they’ll bloom”. If it’s true love, it will find its way.
In Ponzano Romano this regularly happens. The men queue up to place their eyes on the cutest bachelorettes, hoping that at least one of them
will turn out to be the winner.
“The boys are just as excited as the girls to see who wins, they crowd the public council room when the name is drawn and go utterly crazy. It’s
great fun and such a success that disco clubs in Rome invite us over to celebrate our misses,’’ says deputy mayor Umberto Mascioli.
The outcome has so far been positive. “All our Miss Spinster winners have tied the knot. The festival is a good-luck charm and that’s our goal:
showcase our ladies still looking for a husband and shake sleepy single men to step forward”.
A lot of preparation goes into the day, with the girls parading around town in ancient dress. Picture: Francesco Biganzoli
Once the miss is drawn, a religious procession unwinds through the cobbled alleys in honour of patron St. Nicholas — Santa Claus — protector of
“old maids”. Legend has it that the saint once defended three sisters from the wrath of their desperate father who wanted to force them into prostitution for lack of money, and for having failed to marry. Since then, all spinsters prey to Father Christmas for a “gift-husband”.
“It was hilarious when I won the title: the entire town came to my balcony with trumpets and drums to announce that I had been selected Miss
Spinster. It felt like a serenade or collective marriage proposal,’’ says Oriana Pace.
She made the best out of it: “I was in the spotlight for a whole year and, boy, I gave my best and exploited the situation. Television networks
and clubs invited me to give advice to singles. I still brag about my victory, which brought me luck: now I’m happy and settled down with a nice
guy”.
The Spinster Festival is an old tradition, launched by the church ages ago to reward humble and god-fearing maidens with an appealing fortune.
It then fell into oblivion until the local authorities decided to bring it back to life by investing public money in the dowry.
But things have changed a little. The bag of coins once granted by the clergy to a few selected unmarried women who needed it as a “magnet” to
lure a husband has undergone a “makeover” though its objective remains the same. Oriana spent her prize having fun, clubbing and holidaying in
Tunisia — that is, raising the odds of finding a man.
Another former winner Fabiana Grizzi used it to change her wardrobe — a valuable asset for attracting suiters. She has the Miss Spinster genes
running through her family. “My grandmother won the title 70 years ago, but back then without a dowry no man would even set an eye upon
you. You simply had no chance of getting married. The war had left people poor and hungry”.
Modern times have allowed women to build a future without a man, obviously, but before, a dowry was crucial. No money, no man. Now, it lends
a hand in what can be almost mission impossible, money or no money.
Women’s independence might have come a long way, but some things never chance in Italy. Picture: Francesco Biganzoli
Women’s independence might have come a long way, but some things never chance in Italy. Picture: Francesco BiganzoliSource:Supplied
However, there are sacred rules still today. Participating girls must be natives of the town, aged between 18 and 30, single and childless. In the
past they also had to be chaste and pure: virgins. A requirement which has dropped across centuries for many obvious reasons.
Thanks to the festival the shame of starting-off manless has turned into pride, especially considering the outcome. “Being a spinster can be cool,
we need to overcome the stereotype that it’s a loser thing for ugly, fussy and undesirable women. We’re all beautiful”, says Oriana.

TAXI
DO YOU NEED A TAXI SERVICE IN AND
AROUND CALABRIA ?
CALL CONCETTA NOW ON

+39 338 816 5442
+ 39 327 702 2771
AVAILABLE UP TO 8 PEOPLE WITH
LUGGAGE. CALL FOR QUOTATION.

CLASSIFIED SECTION

SERVICES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
Based in Pizzo

CUSTOM KITCHEN DESIGNS TO FIT ALL
SPACES
Visit www.calabrianservices.com for more
info

Contact Paul on + 39 327 538 0267

NEED TO OPEN A BANK ACOUNT

Website www.calabrianservices.com

Translation and help? +39 3275380267

LEARN ENGLISH
Based in Pizzo

LUXURY APARTMENT—PIZZO CITY CENTER

Ages from 10 up
Contact Nicoletta
Telephone 00 39 3343585748
PAY ICI TAX AND OTHER UTILITIES
Based in Pizzo

FOR SALE

Studio Ruoppolo

Based in Pizzo
3 bedroom, 3 bathroom apartment, garden,
terrace, large space, modern designer interior
with high quality fixyures and fittings
Contact Paul
Telephone 00 39 327 538 0267

Contact studioruoppolo@libero.it
NEED PRINTING
Based in Pizzo
Tshirts, photos enlarging, business cards and
much more

FIORIBELLO COMPLEX—PIZZO
Is back on the market at low prices. One
bedroom apartments from 60.000 euro.
Visit www.propertyinpizzo.com

Contact Antonio
Telephone 00 39 334 224 3637
GARDENENING SERVICES
Based in Pizzo
Maintain or build your garden in Calabria,
great rates, maintenance contracts available
Contact info@calabrianservices.com
LOOKING TO BUY AN APARTMENT IN
PIZZO BEACH CLUB OR MARASUSA
Contact us at info@propertyinpizzo.com

PROPERTY FOR SALE—PIZZO BEACH CLUB
PENTHOUSE
Pizzo Beach Club Penthouse apartment, fully
furnished only € 130.000
Conact us in first instance at
info@propertyinpizzo.com

CITY CENTER ROPERTY IN OLD TOWN
SUPER CHEAP, QUICK SALE ONLY € 42.000
Contact in first instance info@propertyinpizzo.com
Wanted . Properties for sale in Pizzo?

LEGAL SERVICES—ZAGAMILAW

Looking to sell your property in Pizzo

Based in Rome, Reggio, New York and
Toronto

Contact us via our website
www.propertyinpizzo.com

Contact info@zagamilaw.com
English, Italian, Spanish and Русский
TRANSLATION SERVICES/PROOF
READING
English to Italian

X-PAT CALABRIA
EVENTS
More info see www.xpatcalabria.com

Italain to English
Contact ELIZABETH at
elizabeth@calabrianvoice.com
tel: 331 762 6125
PROPERTY FOR SALE FROM €39.5000
PIZZO, ZAMBRONE, TROPEA
CONTACT PAUL 327 538 0267

Whats on events
TO VIEW ALL NEW EVENTS VISIT
OUR WEBSITE AT

Father ordered to pay for upkeep of his 28-yearold son in Italy
Civil court in Modena rules man cannot his force his son to get a job while at university
The case over the terms of the divorce was heard in a civil court in Modena REX
Features
An Italian court has ordered a man to continue supporting his 28-year-old son
through university after he tried to get the courts to force him to get a job.
The unnamed father went to a civil court in Modena, northern Italy, to challenge
one of the conditions of his divorce settlement which ruled he must pay for his
youngest son’s university education.
His son completed a degree in literature - taking several years longer than expected - and then began a post-graduate course in Bologna.
The boomerang generation: A lack of affordable housing is putting huge strain
on young lives
The man, who is a freelance writer, argued it was time his son got a part-time job and started contributing towards his upkeep, according to the Daily Telegraph.
He told the court his son did not “deserve” any further support because he had made no effort to find work himself.
But the court ruled the post-graduate course was in keeping with the son’s “personal aspirations” and must be paid for by his father.
The case is one of 8,000 similar family disputes that end up in Italian courts every year where parents try to force their adult children to fly the nest.
Adult children being unable or unwilling to move out is a well known phenomenon across Europe with the “Peter Pan” generation of
young people in the UK estimated to cost their parents £1.2bn altogether every year.
The phenomenon is known as “bamboccioni” - or “big babies” - in Italy and has increased since the country was hit by the financial
crisis and youth unemployment reached 40 per cent.
Around 65 per cent of Italians between the age of 18 to 34 live with their parents - compared to 34 per cent in France and Britain
and 42 per cent in Germany.
Cultural factors are often also blamed. Family plays an important role in Italian society and young men especially are said to be attached to their “Mamma” who cooks and cleans for them everyday.

